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The Paddington community was a significant force behind the withdrawal of the 
proposals for the ‘Paddington Pole’ scheme at Paddington Place, West London 
in January 2016. Faced with the 72-storey tower, local community groups and 
stakeholders voiced their concerns: that, with the tower proposal, this important 
site would not optimise the potential for comprehensive regeneration around 
Paddington Station; that the towering height would dominate the predominantly low 
and mid-rise local skyline; that the design wouldn’t befit Paddington heritage’s assets.

Our competition submission has been prepared using JTP’s community planning 
methodology – participatory techniques pioneered and honed over two decades to 
build collaborative visions for our projects with the very people who will go on to 
use them. We partnered with Civic Voice, the national organisation for civic societies 
in England whose mission is to develop a society where everyone can say, “I care 
about where I live”.
 
For us,  this means putting people at the heart of the creative process, unearthing 
the real needs of a community, empowering stakeholders, creating goodwill, inspiring 
community spirit and building consensus. Far from imposing ready-made off the shelf 
solutions, we build a Vision together. This leads to places that are vibrant, valued and 
sustainable from the outset.
 
Most importantly, we joined forced with the local community at the ‘Paddington 
Place’ Community Planning Weekend (CPW), an event which we held 29 and 30 
April 2016 at St. John’s Church in Paddington, West London.
 
Over the course of the CPW, local people and others with an interest in the 
future of Paddington were invited to participate over two days in workshops 
and walkabouts to plan ideas and create a new Vision for this important site and 
its relationship with the surrounding area. They shared their ideas with the team 
through walkabouts, workshops and hands-on planning groups.
 
Following the CPW, the JTP team got to work summarising and analysing the 
workshop outputs to develop a new Vision for ‘Paddington Place’. We heard that:
• That Paddington lacks a real focal point, and this site could provide one
• That integrating local heritage was critical to any design
• That the Praed Street station entrance could become a high-quality public space
• That improved routes and public spaces could contribute to regeneration
• That housing for a variety of people should have a place
• That existing local residential and businesses communities need to be valued
• That redevelopment of this site needs to relate to St Mary’s Hospital
• That there is an opportunity to redistribute pedestrian and traffic flows
• That the regeneration of Praed Street could be helped by this site
• That there is a desire for comprehensive masterplanning for all of Paddington
 
These themes were central to the design quickly produced by the JTP team 
following the CPW.  After a few days of intensive team working, we shared the 
consensus Vision with the public at the Report Back presentation on 3 May 2016.

OUR APPROACH: THE ‘PADDINGTON PLACE’ COMMUNITY PLANNING WEEKEND



The design proposals reflect the overall tenor as well as the detail of the isuues 
raised through the participatory process, in responding to the desire for an integrat-
ed and animated network of streets and spaces for Paddington Place.  In this respect 
the local community’s wishes correspond to the timeless principles of good urbanism 
and sustainable placemaking, whose long term benefits are gaining increasing recogni-
tion in the 21st century.

The wide ranging debates and discussions held during the two public days helped 
the design team to focus on the Key Themes to be integrated in the Vision set out in 
this document.

INTEGRATING HERITAGE
The sensitive integration of the historic character of the area - retaining the Sorting 
Office façade, and other buildings that constitute Paddington’s DNA, to provide a 
streetscape that gains richness through the combination of old and new.

“We can create a modern lifestyle, without ruining traditional memories.”

NEW STATION GATEWAY
A new, traffic-free, public square to Paddington station that will transform the experi-
ence of using the station entrance by unifying the existing ramp with London Street, 
introducing mixed uses at street level and facilitating pedestrian movement within 
the station and into the surrounding neighbourhood.

"Open up the ramp into the station – make a proper entrance!"

MIXED USES
The provision of a range of housing tenures, including key worker and affordable 
homes for local people, is complemented by a wide range of mixed uses to support 
economic activity and vibrant street life that reflects the varying rhythms of activity 
during the day, the week and the changing seasons

"It’s a transient community; we want more housing so families can grow."

"Don’t forget the local community – people live here!"

A NEW FOCAL POINT FOR PADDINGTON
The proposals respond to participants’ comments regarding the area’s lack of char-
acter by creating a new focal point that will endow Paddington with a more positive 
identity and provide amenities and spaces for the local community, workers and 
visitors - a new heart to unify the urban neighbourhood
 
"Paddington is not a place – it’s just a station!”
 
ST MARY’S HOSPITAL
The comprehensive redevelopment of Paddington Place can be a vehicle to benefit 
the hospital by improving movement in and around the hospital and providing high 
quality buildings, public spaces and facilities that can be used by staff and patients. The 
proposals include the re-provision of all the space St Mary’s currently occupies on 
the site

"Our department needs a modern building, something better than we have now!"
 

HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC REALM
Participants made a compelling case for the provision of more and better pedestrian 
routes and spaces to create the framework for shops and cafés. This was supported 
by our team’s use of state of the art technology to measure the existing pattern of 
footfall through the site area, offering valuable insights regarding ways of  re-routing 
flows along pedestrian ‘desire lines’ that will enhance commercial opportunities. Busy 
and calm public spaces could be provided as part of a coordinated regeneration of 
the area with public art, fountains and greening.
 
"We can create a new pedestrianised public realm, with cafes spilling out onto the 
streets."

GETTING ABOUT
Paddington Place occupies a pivotal location in the area connecting the hospital, 
the station, residential areas, the canal and Little Venice.  Our plans show how we 
propose to redistribute movement patterns by taking the traffic away from London 
Street. The plan offers a new service road along the eastern edge of the site that 
would allow ambulances a direct and uncongested route to the A & E Department 
as well as providing access to service the site and the underground parking provi-
sions. This redistribution of footfall will create significant commercial opportunities at 
Paddington Place - a new heart for Paddington.
 
"It will be active around the station and quieter around the corner."
 
PRAED STREET
The Paddington Place redevelopment provides opportunities for regeneration of 
Praed Street by diverting pedestrian movement away from pinch points, widening 
the street to provide more space for bus stops and taxi set down and creating more 
generous premises and better street frontages for local businesses 
 
"It needs beautifying – Praed Street is an ugly street!"
  
BALANCING HEIGHT WITH ECONOMIC VIABILITY
A high density of development is needed to achieve financial viability, as set out in 
the project brief, and one of the central design challenges has been the arrangement 
of that volume of built form.  One way of dealing with this is to ‘bury’ large amounts 
of the development in underground storeys, however the consensus of the public 
opinion was that the focus should be on the creation of a high quality environment 
at street level.

To achieve an appropriate balance, the team’s strategy is to place a tower at the 
north of the site whose volume compensates for lower development in the interi-
or and along Praed Street. Under Westminster’s local plan, at 24 storeys the tower 
qualifies as a ‘higher’ building but not a ‘tall’ one, and the way it relates to its sur-
rounding context also conforms with all the criteria for such structures set out in the 
Borough’s guidance. This includes its role as a wayfinding landmark for the adjacent 
station from many points in the vicinity.

“Put the city in context with the climate – I want to know if it’s spring, summer or 
winter!”

DESIGN PROPOSALS

ACCOMMODATION SCHED-
ULE

Residential:  35,385
Office:   9,226
Office refurb.:  5,066
Hospital:   16,504
Shops / Cafes:  4,060
Hotel:   7,824
Basement:  11,382

TOTAL GEA:  89,447m2

TOTAL GIA (95%): 84,975m2

TOTAL Homes:  475

(Bays Wharf:  7,641)



RETAINED BUILDINGS

Mint Museum in historic hospital 
building

Retained frontages of Royal Mail 
Sorting Office and Mercure Hotel

NEW BUILDINGS

New hospital accommodation 
relating to footprint of existing

New hospital buildings to frame 
space for Bays Wharf

Commercial and NHS tower with 
mixed uses at street level

Cycle Hub - entrance and café 
at street level, bike storage and 
repairs in basement

Commercial and residential uses 
on upper floors of expanded 
Royal Mail Sorting Office

Apartment buildings with mixed 
uses and duplexes at street level

Expanded Mercure Hotel 

CONSENSUS MASTERPLAN
SPACES

Entrance to Paddington Station

Upgraded Bakerloo Line entrance

Brunel Square – new entrance 
space for station: car free, lively, 
cafés and shops

Mint Yard – internal space: 
quieter, restaurants, hard and soft 
landscape, public art

South Wharf Square – part 
covered, part open – entrances to 
tower and cycle hub

New pedestrian link to taxi rank 
and Hammersmith and City tube 
entrance

Bays Wharf – public green space 
next to canal basin

Paddington Market – covered 
space for market stalls and events

Mint Arcade – covered space as 
part of historic building conversion

Widened Pavement and bus and 
taxi layby

Winsland Mews - new service 
road, due to pedestrianisation of 
London Street
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Mint Square; a quieter, more internal public square with hard 
and soft landscaping, animated by cafes, restaurants and shops
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Brunel Square; A new, traffic-free, public square to Paddington Station that will transform the experience of using the station entrance by unifying 
the existing ramp with London Street, introducing mixed uses at street level and facilitating pedestrian movement within the station and into the 
surrounding neighbourhood.



A vibrant civic space at the heart of St Mary’s Yard, a haven from 

the hustle and bustle

Aerial View of the proposals from the South Redevelopment provides opportunities for the regeneration of Praed Street by diverting 

pedestrian movement away from pinch points, widening the footpath to provide more space for a 

bus stop and taxi set down and creating better street frontages for local businesses



A critical part of our Community Planning process is quickly returning to local com-
munity and sharing our summary of the CPW and the design which has emerged. 
We did this at the Report Back presentation, held in the evening of Tuesday 3 May at 
St. John’s Church in Paddington.

The presentation and broadsheet we shared with the community are enclosed in 
this submission as appendices.

After the JTP presentation, there was an open discussion with local stakeholders in 
attendance. Key points included:
• Concern about whether the 27-storey tower in our presented proposal was 

still too high. Although not necessarily a ‘tall building’ with respect to the City of 
Westminster’s planning policy (defined as in excess of 25-30 storeys), JTP took 
this concern on board. Following the CPW, we re-evaluated the proposals and 
were able to reduce the height to 20/21 storeys and still meet the competition 
brief ’s requirements. This type of iterative working alongside the community is an 
important part of a collaborative planning approach.

• How much is too much? The competition brief set out an ambitious level of 
development and some attendees questioned whether it was asking too much 
of the site. We have developed our submitted design in keeping with the brief ’s 
requirements but this conversation should be continued.

• A question about how the presented design relates to another proposal which 
includes significant basement-level uses. While JTP decided to focus the design 
on a street-based scheme and so did not make allowances for basement uses 
besides vehicle parking, the design does not preclude this type of additional 
development.

• The implications of increased passenger flows and potential station improve-
ments. Drawing on movement and transport expertise from consultancy Move-
ment Strategies, we believe our design could help to ease pedestrian congestion 
by providing multiple routes through, dispersing foot traffic away from existing 
pressure points. 

• The proposal for a tall building adjacent to the grade 1 listed Paddington Station 
and on the site of a grade 2 listed building. The JTP team would work alongside 
local heritage groups and Westminster conservation officers to explore the 
extent of demolition and design options and discuss the benefits and detail of 
our proposals.  

• The need for comprehensive masterplanning and development of the Padding-
ton Place site, to provide a new heart to the urban neighbourhood, with a mix 
of uses, places and spaces to serve the needs of the local community and other 
people who use the area.

• A call for the continued participation of the local residential and business 
communities in drawing up the proposals for Paddington Place. Many attendees 
welcomed the opportunity to collaborate with designers during the CPW and 
hope for similar opportunities in future.

 

REPORT BACK PRESENTATION

“It’s a really refreshing change to have the people who know the area really well 
- how it works, how it could work so much better - being able to share their 
knowledge and passion with the placemaking professionals who can bring it all 
together in a far more friendly and practical scheme where people will not only want 
to be, but will also want come to.  It’s great how much of what we said has been 
captured in the Vision.”

- A Community Planning Weekend participant

“It was a fantastic and energising experience participating in the Community Planning 
Weekend and wonderful to see how the breadth of ideas from the community have 
been turned into an ambitious Vision for the site. This weekend demonstrates that 
when local communities are given the information and an opportunity to participate, 
they will engage with the process and embrace the challenge of shaping the places 
where they live. Civic voice was proud to be a partner with JTP in this weekend and 
we hope other communities will be inspired by the Paddington community.”

- John Walker, Deputy Chair of Civic Voice

“It was a pleasure to work with the local community to develop this new Vision 
for Paddington Place. Our collaborative planning approach puts people at the 
centre of the creative process, to share local knowledge and build the Vision 
together. Community Planning Weekend participants were supportive of mixed-use 
redevelopment to create a vibrant, new heart to Paddington. But they want to see it 
done in a sensitive manner, at an appropriate scale to serves the needs of the local 
community, St Mary’s Hospital staff and patients and all who use the area.”

- Charles Campion, Partner at JTP
 
THANKS
First and foremost , we would like to thank all participants at the Community 
Planning Weekend for sharing their time, energy and ideas with us.

We would also like to thank Civic Voice for partnering with us to organise the 
Community Planning Weekend, as well as Movement Strategies for providing us with 
their movement and transport expertise.
 


